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Abstract
Leveraging research on the neural modelling of Portuguese, we contribute a collection of datasets for an array
of language processing tasks and a corresponding collection of fine-tuned neural language models on these
downstream tasks. To align with mainstream benchmarks in the literature, originally developed in English, and to
kick start their Portuguese counterparts, the datasets were machine-translated from English with a state-of-the-art
translation engine. The resulting PORTULAN ExtraGLUE benchmark is a basis for research on Portuguese whose
improvement can be pursued in future work. Similarly, the respective fine-tuned neural language models, developed
with a low-rank adaptation approach, are made available as baselines that can stimulate future work on the neural
processing of Portuguese. All datasets and models have been developed and are made available for two variants of
Portuguese: European and Brazilian.
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1. Introduction

Neural language models are pervasive in Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) applications and
have radically changed the state-of-the-art since
the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017)
was proposed. This has given rise to encoder (De-
vlin et al., 2019), decoder (Radford et al., 2018), and
encoder-decoder architectures (Raffel et al., 2020).
To support the development of such models, sev-
eral benchmarks have been created to assess their
performance in several downstream tasks (Wang
et al., 2018, 2019). However, most research in
NLP has focused on the English language (Ben-
der, 2011), and as a consequence, many other
languages lack sufficient resources – in particular,
benchmarks for neural language models.

Developing benchmark datasets is hard, usu-
ally demanding labeling by experts, especially for
complex semantic-level tasks. An alternative path
that has been resorted to in the literature is to
rely on state-of-the-art Machine Translation (MT)
to produce dependable datasets, namely those
that support the evaluation of neural models in
downstream tasks (Conneau et al., 2018; Eger
et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019; Carrino et al., 2020;
d’Hoffschmidt et al., 2020; Shavrina et al., 2020;
Carvalho et al., 2021; Sousa et al., 2021; Žagar

and Robnik-Šikonja, 2022). Though possibly im-
perfect, such datasets can fit the purpose of greatly
leveraging research in less-resourced languages,
possibly complemented with human-curated test
sets.

In this paper, we contribute to enriching the set
of benchmarks publicly available for Portuguese by
relying on MT applied to tasks from the well-known
GLUE (Wang et al., 2018) and SuperGLUE (Wang
et al., 2019) benchmarks, which were originally
developed for English. We discuss the issues en-
countered with our approach and provide versions
of several tasks for European (pt-PT) and Brazilian
(pt-BR) Portuguese, which altogether we named
PORTULAN ExtraGLUE.

As a way of their practical validation, for most
tasks, we include experimental evaluation of differ-
ent Portuguese language models fine-tuned with
the respective datasets. Hence, for many of them,
these will be the first models to address that task in
Portuguese, and we thus contribute the first base-
lines for them. To that end, we resort to the en-
coder Albertina language model (Rodrigues et al.,
2023) and the low-rank adaptation approach (Hu
et al., 2022). The resulting fine-tuned language
models for these tasks are openly distributed as
open source under an open license.
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2. Related Work

Producing benchmarks to evaluate language mod-
els in downstream tasks is a daunting endeavor.
The more complex the task, the more difficult it is
to produce quality data that can be used to train
models in a fine-tuning approach and test their ca-
pabilities. While highly resourced languages, such
as English, include quite elaborate benchmarks
(Wang et al., 2018, 2019), few evaluation datasets
are available for other, less-resourced languages.1
The particular case of Portuguese is a paradigmatic
example, with only a few tasks being available for
this purpose (Fonseca et al., 2016; Real et al., 2020;
Santos et al., 2006; Freitas et al., 2010).

A few examples of manually produced multi-
lingual parallel corpora exist (Yang et al., 2019;
Artetxe et al., 2020b; Ponti et al., 2020; Sen et al.,
2022), as well as collections of tasks in multiple
languages (Srivastava et al., 2023). At the same
time, machine translation has come to a point in
which it can be useful to create corpora that, while
lacking human curation, can, up to a certain extent,
be used to evaluate language models in the target
languages (Conneau et al., 2018; Eger et al., 2018;
Yang et al., 2019; Carrino et al., 2020; d’Hoffschmidt
et al., 2020). Some have been created to allow
cross-lingual evaluation of pre-trained encoders
(Hu et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2020).

State-of-the-art MT systems still struggle to pro-
duce accurate translations in several situations.
Short texts, for instance, often lack enough con-
text to obtain proper translations (Wan et al., 2022).
Because of this, translation at the sentence level
often falls short of translating longer texts, which
provide more context (Jin et al., 2023).Translat-
ing from mostly gender-poor to gender-rich lan-
guages is also often a source of translation errors
(Savoldi et al., 2021). Idioms are among the most
intricate artifacts for MT systems, which tend to
over-generate compositional and literal translations
(Dankers et al., 2022). Additionally, translation-
based data can arguably be seen as a dialect of the
target language (Volansky et al., 2013; Artetxe et al.,
2020a), with the possible effect of over-estimating
the performance in the target language of models
trained on such data. Still, MT has progressed no-
tably over the last few years; it can, we believe, be
used to produce datasets that are useful as a proxy
in assessing the comparative merits of different
(monolingual) language models.

Following this trend, some works have leveraged
MT to produce corpora in Portuguese (Carvalho
et al., 2021; Sousa et al., 2021). We leverage state-
of-the-art MT in producing Portuguese variants of

1For instance, treebank annotations (Nivre et al.,
2020) are available, but do not comprise benchmarks
per se.

several GLUE (Wang et al., 2018) and SuperGLUE
(Wang et al., 2019) tasks. Similar efforts have been
made for other languages (Shavrina et al., 2020;
Žagar and Robnik-Šikonja, 2022).

In tandem with developing and making these
datasets available, and as a way of their practi-
cal validation, we also release low-ranked adapta-
tions (Hu et al., 2022) of Albertina-based models
(Rodrigues et al., 2023), arguably the best open
encoder models for both European and Brazilian
Portuguese available at the time of this writing.

Low-ranked adaptations (LoRA) reduce the num-
ber of training parameters, alleviating storage re-
quirements for language models adapted to spe-
cific tasks while outperforming other fine-tuning
techniques. For that, pre-trained model weights
are frozen, and two additional weight matrices are
used to adapt the model to the downstream task.
After training, such weights can be merged with the
frozen weights so that no latency is added at infer-
ence time, which is a main advantage compared
to other low-rank adapters (Houlsby et al., 2019;
Mahabadi et al., 2021; He et al., 2022). Concerning
LoRA, more recent proposals (Valipour et al., 2023;
Audibert et al., 2023) rely on the GLUE benchmark
(Wang et al., 2018) to report improvements.

3. General Language Understanding
Evaluation Benchmarks

The General Language Understanding Evaluation
(GLUE) tasks are meant to measure the progress
toward general-purpose language understanding
technologies for English. Both GLUE and Super-
GLUE are aggregations of existing public datasets
accompanied by a single-number performance met-
ric and an analysis toolkit. The tasks included in
these benchmarks can be grouped as follows2.

3.1. Single sentence tasks

The Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability (CoLA)G

(Warstadt et al., 2019) is a task including sentences
annotated for grammatical acceptability by experts
in linguistics. The Stanford Sentiment Treebank
(SST-2)G (Socher et al., 2013), in turn, is a task for
predicting the sentiment polarity of movie reviews.

3.2. Similarity tasks
The Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus
(MRPC)G (Dolan and Brockett, 2005) is a task for
determining whether a pair of sentences are mutual
paraphrases. Quora Question Pairs (QQP)G,3 is

2We superscript each task regarding its inclusion in
(G)LUE, (S)uperGLUE, or both.

3https://quoradata.quora.com/
First-Quora-Dataset-Release-Question-Pairs

https://quoradata.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-Release-Question-Pairs
https://quoradata.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-Release-Question-Pairs
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a task for determining whether a pair of questions
are semantically equivalent. The Semantic Textual
Similarity Benchmark (STS-B)G (Cer et al., 2017)
is a task for predicting a similarity score (from 1 to
5) for each sentence pair. Word-in-Context (WiC)S

(Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados, 2019) comprises
a word sense disambiguation task, where given two
sentences containing a polysemous target word,
the aim is to determine whether the word is used
in the same sense in both sentences.

3.3. Inference tasks
The Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference Cor-
pus (MNLI)G (Williams et al., 2018) is a task to
determine if a given premise sentence entails, con-
tradicts, or is neutral to a hypothesis sentence;
the task includes matched (in-domain) and mis-
matched (cross-domain) validation and test sets.
Question NLI (QNLI)G (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) is
a question-answering task converted to determine
whether the context sentence contains the answer
to the question. Recognizing Textual Entailment
(RTE)GS is a task for determining whether a premise
sentence entails a hypothesis sentence. Winograd
Natural Language Inference (WNLI)G (Levesque
et al., 2012) is a pronoun resolution task formulated
as sentence pair entailment classification where, in
the second sentence, the pronoun is replaced by a
possible referent. Similarly, the Winograd Schema
Challenge (WSC)S is a co-reference resolution task
also formulated as sentence pair entailment classifi-
cation, where each example comprises a sentence
and a pair pronoun-noun, the objective being to de-
termine if they are co-referent. CommitmentBank
(CB)S (de Marneffe et al., 2019) comprises short
texts with embedded clauses; one such clause is
extracted as a hypothesis and should be classified
as neutral, entailment or contradiction.

GLUE and SuperGLUE also include expert-
constructed diagnostic datasets covering diverse
linguistic phenomena. Broadcoverage Diagnostics
(AXb)GS (Wang et al., 2018) is a Natural Language
Inference (NLI) task designed to test models across
a wide spectrum of linguistic, commonsense, and
world knowledge; each instance contains a sen-
tence pair labeled with entailment or not entailment.
Winogender Schema Diagnostics (AXg)S (Rudinger
et al., 2018) is a similar task, designed to mea-
sure gender bias, where each premise sentence
includes a male or female pronoun and a hypothe-
sis includes a possible referent for the pronoun.

3.4. Question-answering tasks

Boolean Questions (BoolQ)S (Clark et al., 2019) is
a question-answering task where yes/no questions
are given for short text passages. In the Multi-
Sentence Reading Comprehension (MultiRC)S

task (Khashabi et al., 2018), given a context para-
graph, a question, and an answer, the goal is to
determine whether the answer is true; for the same
context and question, more than one answer may
be correct. In the Reading Comprehension with
Commonsense Reasoning Dataset (ReCoRD)S,
each sample is a multiple-choice question including
a news article passage and a Cloze-style question
with one entity masked out; the aim is to predict the
masked entity from a list of alternatives.

3.5. Reasoning tasks

Choice of Plausible Alternatives (COPA)S (Gordon
et al., 2012) is a casual reasoning task: given a
premise, two choices, and a cause/effect prompt,
the system must choose one of the choices.

4. PORTULAN ExtraGLUE

Creating a Portuguese version of the tasks intro-
duced in the previous section via machine trans-
lation (MT) requires a thoughtful understanding of
the nature of each task, together with the limitations
of the selected MT engine. While we are aware
that, for a small subset of these tasks, Portuguese-
translated versions have already been created (Ro-
drigues et al., 2023), such considerations have not
been taken into account. In fact, the inner work-
ings of MT and the differences between languages
(in our case, English and Portuguese) may impact
the validity of the gold labels in supervised tasks.
This is something we analyze in this section before
providing details on the PORTULAN ExtraGLUE
datasets we obtained.

For MT, we use DeepL4, a commercial MT tool
that tailors translation to two Portuguese variants,
European (pt-PT) and Brazilian (pt-BR).

4.1. More than translation
Both statistical and neural sequence-to-sequence
MT models are affected by language model proba-
bilities. As a side effect, ill-formed or ungrammati-
cal source sentences are affected in the translation
process, hindering the faithfulness of the output in
the target language as a direct counterpart of the
input in the source language. In fact, MT has been
used in grammatical error correction (Rozovskaya
and Roth, 2016; Kementchedjhieva and Søgaard,
2023). For this reason, we abstain from machine-
translating the CoLA dataset, as the obtained trans-
lation may easily corrupt the target labels. As an
example, the sentence “They drank the pub” (lin-
guistically ungrammatical) is translated to pt-BR

4All the examples in this section are obtained via
DeepL’s web interface (https://www.deepl.com/
translator) at the time of writing.

https://www.deepl.com/translator
https://www.deepl.com/translator
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as “Eles beberam no bar” (“They drank in the pub”,
grammatical). As another example, the sentence
“The professor talked us” (ungrammatical) is trans-
lated to pt-PT as “O professor falou-nos” (“The pro-
fessor talked to us”, grammatical).

4.2. Gendered nouns and pronoun
resolution

English common nouns do not express grammat-
ical gender. On the other hand, Portuguese com-
mon nouns do and are used with correspond-
ing gendered determiners (as opposed to English
gender-neutral the or a). This exacerbates the dif-
ficulty of properly addressing pronoun reference
resolution, given that third-person singular pro-
nouns (and also plural in Portuguese) are gendered.
Tasks specifically dealing with pronoun resolution
or evaluating the gender robustness of language
models are thus prone to corruption via MT. These
include WNLI, WSC, and AXg. While we provide
translated versions of WNLI and AXg, we conduct
error analysis to diagnose the quality level of their
Portuguese versions.

An example of a translation issue in WNLI is as
follows: “Tom said "Check" to Ralph as he took
his bishop” / “Tom said "Check" to Ralph as he
took Ralph’s bishop” is translated to pt-PT as “O
Tomás disse "Xeque" ao Rafa quando este lhe
tirou o bispo” / “O Tomás disse "Xeque" ao Rafa
quando tirou o bispo ao Rafa”. The first sentence
in the pair is wrongly translated (este means the
latter), and even though it does not make sense,
the target label should change from entailment to
not_entailment.

For WSC, the situation is more critical, as parts
of the input are isolated words (usually nouns and
pronouns). Thus, obtaining a proper Portuguese
equivalent requires more than MT. An example is as
follows: from “The mothers of Arthur and Celeste
have come to the town to fetch them. They are
very happy to have them back, but they scold them
just the same because they ran away”, we want
to determine whether the italicised words are co-
referent. In this example, there is no separated
word matching them (which should translate to eles)
in the translation “As mães do Artur e da Celeste
vêm buscá-los à cidade. Estão muito contentes por
os terem de volta, mas repreendem-nos na mesma
por terem fugido”.

AXg focuses on gender bias, explicitly combining
both concerns expressed above. For instance, the
hypothesis “The investigator tried to get in contact”
is translated into Portuguese as “O investigador ten-
tou entrar em contacto”; its possibly accompanying
premises “The investigator wanted to interview the
witness in person, but [he | she] was unable to get
in contact” are translated into Portuguese as “O

investigador queria entrevistar a testemunha pes-
soalmente, mas não conseguiu entrar em contacto
com ela” (for he), or to “O investigador queria en-
trevistar a testemunha pessoalmente, mas ela não
conseguiu entrar em contacto” (for she). In the lat-
ter case, limiting the possible referents of pronoun
ela (she) – the only feminine noun is testemunha
(witness), since investigador (investigator) is mas-
culine in Portuguese – renders the entailment label
wrong, as it should be changed to not_entailment.

4.3. Named entities
Another issue we have encountered when using
DeepL is the non-deterministic translation of com-
mon or proper names, which might make fine-
tuning models in these datasets harder or even
impact label quality. Consider the following exam-
ple, taken from WNLI: “Jane gave Joan candy be-
cause she wasn’t hungry” / “Jane wasn’t hungry” is
translated to pt-PT as “A Joana deu doces à Joana
porque ela não tinha fome” / “A Joana não tinha
fome”; in this example, one of the distinct proper
names is lost. The reverse can also happen: “Bill
passed the half-empty plate to John because he
was full” / “John was full” is translated to pt-PT as
“O Bill passou o prato meio vazio ao John porque
estava cheio” / “O João estava cheio”; in this case,
a single entity, John, is either kept or translated to
João in the same short text.

As another example from the same dataset, now
concerning the same common noun being trans-
lated differently, “I couldn’t put the pot on the shelf
because it was too tall” / “The pot was too tall”. is
translated to pt-PT as “Não podia colocar a panela
na prateleira porque era demasiado alta” / “O pote
era demasiado alto”.

These issues may be prevalent in every dataset,
particularly in pt-PT variants.

4.4. Machine-translated tasks
The set of datasets that have been translated and
are part of PORTULAN ExtraGLUE5 are included
in Table 1. As mentioned in Sections 4.1 and 4.2,
we leave out the CoLA and WSC datasets.

For MNLI, we provide translations only for the
matched and mismatched validation and test sets
due to the excessive size of the training set6. Like-
wise, we do not translate the QQP dataset7.

Given the nature of the WiC task (based on word
sense disambiguation), we posit that a (human or
machine) translated version of this dataset is not
viable and thus leave it out. Finally, given the focus

5Made available at https://huggingface.co/
datasets/PORTULAN/extraglue.

6The training set for MNLI contains 393k rows.
7QQP includes a total of 795k rows.

https://huggingface.co/datasets/PORTULAN/extraglue
https://huggingface.co/datasets/PORTULAN/extraglue
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Task Train Val Test Tokens (en) Version Tokens (pt) mte labe lowq

SST-2 67.3k 872 1.82k 686.1k pt-PT 725.3k 4% 0% 0%
pt-BR 724.9k 4% 0% 0%

MRPC 3.67k 408 1.73k 254.3k pt-PT 287.2k 4% 0% 2%
pt-BR 284.7k 6% 0% 2%

STS-B 5.75k 1.5k 1.38k 197.5k pt-PT 220.6k 2% 0% 0%
pt-BR 217.8k 2% 0% 0%

MNLI
_matched – 9.82k 9.8k 649.4k pt-PT 660.6k 0% 0% 0%

pt-BR 661.4k 4% 0% 0%
MNLI
_mismatched – 9.83k 9.85k 680.6k pt-PT 710.3k 6% 0% 0%

pt-BR 705.3k 4% 0% 0%

QNLI 105k 5.46k 5.46k 4.82M pt-PT 5.22M 2% 2% 2%
pt-BR 5.14M 0% 0% 0%

RTE 2.49k 277 3k 333.8k pt-PT 364.4k 2% 0% 0%
pt-BR 360.8k 2% 0% 0%

WNLI 635 71 146 29.7k pt-PT 30.2k 6% 4% 4%
pt-BR 29.5k 8% 6% 6%

CB 250 56 250 43.3k pt-PT 40.4k 6% 2% 2%
pt-BR 40.5k 8% 2% 4%

AXb – – 1.1k 40.2k pt-PT 43.3k 20% 4% 14%
pt-BR 42.7k 20% 4% 12%

AXg – – 356 8.7k pt-PT 8.9k 22% 10% 10%
pt-BR 8.8k 20% 6% 8%

BoolQ 9.43k 3.27k 3.25k 1.93M pt-PT 2.07M 22% 2% 12%
pt-BR 2.06M 18% 2% 8%

MultiRC 27.2k 4.85k 9.69k 12.99M pt-PT 13.69M 10% 2% 2%
pt-BR 13.65M 10% 4% 4%

CoPA 400 100 500 19.5k pt-PT 18.6k 2% 2% 2%
pt-BR 19.3k 2% 2% 2%

Table 1: PORTULAN ExtraGLUE datasets. For each task, we include the size of each partition, the
number of tokens in each Portuguese variant, and results from the sample analysis in percentages (mte =
machine translation errors, labe = corrupted labels, and lowq = low-quality translated samples).

of the ReCoRD task on named entities and the
issues encountered and described in Section 4.3,
we abstain from translating this dataset as well.

To improve translation quality, we concatenate
each dataset entry’s textual columns with a line
break.This ensures that the MT model can access
as much context as is available (which may be
critical for datasets with very short text spans) and is
in line with previous findings (Artetxe et al., 2020a).

As it can be seen in Table 1, the number of tokens
varies among the Portuguese language variants.
To better assess how different these are in the re-
sulting machine-translated datasets, we calculate
the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) between
both variants. For that, we rely on 4-grams; BLEU is
calculated independently for each feature (text col-
umn in a dataset) and then averaged for the whole
dataset. The BLEU score averaged over both direc-
tions (pt-PT → pt-BR and pt-BR → pt-PT) and for
all datasets is 57.3, with the lowest value of 46.7 on
the CoPA dataset and the highest of 64.5 on RTE.
These values demonstrate that there are significant

differences between the translations obtained for
each variant via DeepL.

To assess the quality of each machine-translated
dataset, we resort to sampling 50 randomly se-
lected examples, which were manually checked by
three of the authors8 for translation correctness and
target label consistency. The rightmost columns in
Table 1 show the results of this analysis: obvious
translation errors, label corruption, and low-quality
entries that should be removed from the dataset,
given its nature.

The main translation problems we have observed
concern pronoun resolution or gender issues (as
already emphasized in Section 4.2), idiomatic ex-
pressions, inconsistent translations in pairs of sen-
tences, and a few cases of ‘hallucinations,’ among
other problematic mistranslations. In some cases,
these problems have an impact on the correctness
of the labels (mainly in WNLI and AXg); in other
cases, they mostly imply a dataset of lesser quality
(such as in AXb and BoolQ). In the specific case of

8Portuguese native speakers and fluent in English.
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Hyper-parameter Value
r 8

alpha 32
dropout 0.05

batch size 8
learning rate 2× 10−5

weight decay 0.05

Table 2: LoRA hyper-parameters.

AXg, even when the translation is correct, it does
not do justice to the nature of the task, which loses
its purpose (e.g., his/her translate the same way to
Portuguese).

Despite these problems, machine translation er-
rors amount to only an average of 8%, with a mode
as low as 2%. Label errors are even lower, with
an average of 2% and a zero mode. We did not
observe relevant differences between Portuguese
language variants.

5. Albertina LoRA Models

We train and make available a set of fine-tuned low-
rank adaptations of Albertina-based language mod-
els. For several PORTULAN ExtraGLUE datasets,
we fine-tune a 1.5B Albertina language model for
two Portuguese variants, European (pt-PT) and
Brazilian (pt-BR). The resulting models are a prac-
tical validation for the created datasets.

5.1. Set up
First, we adapt each task example for tokeniza-
tion regarding their input components. For this, we
concatenate the input features with a special to-
ken separator. On the MRPC and STS-B similarity
tasks, we concatenate the first and second sen-
tences. On the CB and RTE inference tasks, the
hypothesis and premise; on QNLI, the sentence
and question. For the BoolQ Question-answering
task, we concatenate the passage and question;
for MultiRC, the paragraph, question, and answer,
truncating the paragraph if needed. For the CoPA
reasoning task, we concatenate the premise and
question and then join with each choice, resulting
in two inputs. During tokenization, we truncate the
examples with a maximum context length of 128
tokens, except in MultiRC, which uses 256 tokens.

After tokenization, we apply a low-rank adapter
(Hu et al., 2022) with the hyper-parameters shown
in Table 2. Due to hardware limitations, it was
unfeasible to perform a grid search on these
hyper-parameters. We chose the current hyper-
parameters by resorting to small-scale exploratory
experiments. Because several datasets lack test
labels, we fine-tuned models on the training split
and evaluated them on the validation split.

5.2. Results
The fine-tuning results are presented in Table 3. All
these models are the first baselines for the tasks
regarding these new datasets.

Comparing the empirical results between the two
variants (pt-PT and pt-BR), we observe that the
pt-BR variant achieves better scores than the pt-
PT variant in seven tasks (SST-2, MRPC, STS-B,
RTE, WNLI, CB, and BoolQ), while the pt-PT variant
has better scores in three tasks (QNLI, MultiRC,
and CoPA). It is worth noting, however, that the
differences are marginal in most cases. The larger
discrepancies are observed for the WNLI, BoolQ
and CoPA tasks. The first two tasks yield better
results with the pt-BR variant, whereas the CoPA
task achieves a better outcome in the pt-PT variant.

We can also compare the results with those avail-
able for a subset of tasks and the current state-of-
the-art Albertina models, as reported in Rodrigues
et al. (2023). For the pt-PT variant: in MRPC we
obtain 0.8969 accuracy compared to 0.9171 in the
original 900M Albertina model; in STS-B we ob-
tain a Pearson correlation of 0.8905 compared to
Albertina’s 0.8801; in RTE we obtain 0.7870 accu-
racy against .8339; and in WNLI we obtain 0.6197
accuracy against 0.4225. For the pt-BR variant:
in MRPC we obtain 0.9184 accuracy compared
to 0.9071 in the original 900M Albertina model; in
STS-B we obtain a Pearson correlation of 0.8940
compared to Albertina’s 0.8910; in RTE we obtain
0.7978 accuracy against 0.7545; and in WNLI we
obtain 0.6901 accuracy against 0.4601. We note,
however, that the translations of these tasks in POR-
TULAN ExtraGLUE may differ from the translations
used by the authors of the Albertina model for their
evaluations. This is certainly true for the pt-BR
variant, as the MT model used differed.

Table 3 also includes the results obtained by fine-
tuning the multilingual XLM-RoBERTa-XL9 model
(Conneau et al., 2020) following the same LoRA
approach. XLM-RoBERTa-XL is significantly larger
(3.5B parameters) than Albertina 1.5B. Even so,
we note the benefits of using monolingual models
when comparing such results with our Albertina
1.5B LoRA models. In fact, we observe improve-
ments in Albertina 1.5B LoRA models for all tasks
and in both Portuguese variants. In some cases,
improvements are significant.

When comparing with the DeBERTa10 (He et al.,
2021) model (the foundation model for Albertina)
applied to the original English datasets, the results
of our low-rank adapters on the PORTULAN Ex-
traGLUE datasets fall behind in most cases. This

9https://huggingface.co/facebook/
xlm-roberta-xl

10https://huggingface.co/microsoft/
deberta-v2-xxlarge

https://huggingface.co/facebook/xlm-roberta-xl
https://huggingface.co/facebook/xlm-roberta-xl
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/deberta-v2-xxlarge
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/deberta-v2-xxlarge
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Task Albertina 1.5B XLM-RoBERTa-XL DeBERTa-V2-XXLarge
pt-PT pt-BR pt-PT pt-BR en

Single sentence
SST-2 0.9392 0.9450 0.9323 0.9392 0.9633
Similarity
MRPC 0.8969 0.9184 0.8696 0.8651 0.9266
STS-B 0.8905 0.8940 0.8743 0.8734 0.9170
Inference
QNLI 0.9398 0.9361 0.9237 0.9237 0.9608
RTE 0.7870 0.7978 0.6571 0.6606 0.8917
WNLI 0.6197 0.6901 0.5634 0.5634 0.7887
CB 0.8385 0.8554 0.6280 0.6160 0.8936
QA
BoolQ 0.7456 0.7807 0.6538 0.6587 0.8900
MultiRC 0.7257 0.7169 0.6926 0.6925 0.8243
Reasoning
CoPA 0.8500 0.8200 0.5000 0.5600 0.9200

Table 3: Evaluation scores on validation sets for both variants regarding the different categories of datasets
(Single Sentence, Similarity, Inference, Question-Answering, and Reasoning). Performance on SST-2,
QNLI, RTE, WNLI, BoolQ, and CoPA is measured with accuracy; on MRPC, CB, and MultiRC with F1; and
on STS-B with Pearson. For comparison, we include results for the multilingual XLM-RoBERTa-XL 3.5B
model, fine-tuned using the same LoRA approach. For reference, we also include results for English by
applying LoRA to the DeBERTa-V2-XXLarge 1.5B model (based on which Albertina has been developed).

is expected for at least two reasons: first, Albertina
was pre-trained with far fewer data than DeBERTa;
second, we rely on machine translation to obtain the
datasets for the tasks, which, as discussed before,
isn’t without issues. Tasks exhibiting significant
differences in performance include WNLI, which,
as explained in Section 4.2, has issues related to
pronoun resolution.

6. Conclusion

We contribute an open benchmark suite to support
the development of the neural processing of Por-
tuguese. In this initial version, this suite comprises
14 datasets for downstream tasks of various types,
including single sentence tasks, similarity tasks, in-
ference tasks, and reasoning tasks. To kick-start
benchmarking for this language, these datasets
were machine-translated from mainstream bench-
marks in the literature and designated as PORTU-
LAN ExtraGLUE. We also make available baseline
models for 10 of these tasks, developed with the
low-rank adaptation approach over a state-of-the-
art and open language model for Portuguese.

Even though MT datasets have their limitations
and pitfalls, our manual analysis has found a rela-
tively reduced amount of (translation and label) er-
rors. We believe this renders our obtained datasets
highly useful for assessing the comparative perfor-
mance of neural language models for Portuguese.

In future work, it would be important to im-

prove this benchmark with manual curation of the
datasets (in particular, the test sets) and expand
it with new ones. Additionally, developing new
datasets from scratch may better reflect the lan-
guage and the cultures latent within language vari-
ants (which go well beyond European and Brazilian
ones). Evolving these in a leaderboard would help
foster research in the Portuguese language.
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